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Removing the Barriers is a celebration of acnievement, It shows how three secondary schools have sucCeeded in

raising the attainment of tner minority etnnic students. They have done this by increasing their expectations of what

each stuaent is capable of, and by introducing small but significant changes in their ethos and approacn.

The video and accompanying notes start tram
the ()remise that every school is unique. Their aim is to initiate

discussion about strategies tor raising tne attainment of minority ethnic students in your school.
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In the past four years we nave mace significant progress in raising educational

standards across the board and narrowing attainment gaps. There is encouragino

evidence that. tnanks to the hard work of local education aumonties, scnoois and

teachers. minority ethnic pupils are beginning to reao the benefits from initiatives

such as Exceilence in Cities and the National Literacy ano Numeracy Strategies.

Many inaividual Pupils from all minority ethnic backgrounos are now achieving

impressive results. We welcome that, but there is no room for complacency.

It cannot be ngnt, for example, that children of Caribbean, Bangladeshi and

Pakistani origin are half as likely to leave school with 5 good GCSEs as children

of some other groups. The causes are complex. out they must be tackler" As

a nation, we simply cannot afford to waste the talent of any of our young people.

This resource hionuights the factors that can make a difference. It brings to iife

the guidance in our Removing the Barriers aocument first published in February

2000. All of tne tnree scnools featured in the video have mace significant

progress in raising the attainment of their minority ethnic students. They have

done so not by introducing major changes in policy, but oy increasing their

expectations of wnat each student is capable of and encouraging the students

themselves to set their own goals and to aim high.

161/ 1
-14X Vt'r

Catherine Ashton
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Early Years and School Standards
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The three schools featurea in the video are:

Denbeigh High School: a mixed comprehensive scnooi in Luton. with 900 students aged 11 to 16: the students

are mainly Pakistani and Banaladeshi.

Norlington School for Boys: a comprehensive school in Leyton, East London, for boys aged 11 to 18: 800

students: mixed intake oi racial groups and languades, with a strong African-Caribbean contingent.

Francis Bacon School: a mixed comprehensive school in St Albans. for students aged 11 to 18: 800 students.

40% of whom come from minority ethnic backgrounds, including Bangladeshi. Moroccan and Pakistani.
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General Phncipies

The three scnools have successfully implemented a number of strategies to raise me attainment of their minority

ethnic students. Althougn tne detailed approach varies from school to school, a number of general principles

underpin all meir strategies.

Diversity should be valued and celebrated. It should be seen as an opportunity not an excuse for

underacnievement.

Teachers should have high expectations of their students and encourage their students to have high

expectations of themselves.

Students who are encouraged to believe in themselves and take responsibility for their own learning tend to do

better. They are also empowered.

Schools should work in partnership with parents and actively seek to involve them in their children's learning.

'The only thing that's going to stop me achieving what I want to achieve and going where 1 want to go is me!'

fclr

UqinQ this rasa rca

This resource is designed to be used flexibly in a range of settings. for example:

Whoie-sonooi training sessions, led by senior teachers or aovisers:

As a stimulus for discussion by small groups of teacners. from the same school or, where practicable. from

different scrools:

By inaividual teachers. for example as paa of an induction programme for those joining a school with an

ethnically diverse intake.

In eacn case. we recommend that teachers begin oy watching the prooramme, taking notes as appropriate. men

working through the questions in this pack.

The issues raised are aiso relevant to students and, at the scnool's discretion, can be used to stimulate classroom

debate. At me pack of these notes some questions for students are suggested. which teachers may adopt or adapt

to meet tne needs of individual student groups.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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betore you watch
_-

Please note that these notes are not intended to be used simultaneously with the video. This is because they

contain additional material and differ in structure. But before you watch the video, it may be helpful to spend some

time thinking about the strategies your school already nas in place to raise the attainment of minority ethnic students.

How successful are these strateaies? In what other ways could your school work to increase these students'

attainment?

While you are watching

The video contains a numoer of recurring themes. We recommend that you take notes under the followino

broad headings:

High expectations:

A positive school culture and ethos:

Tackling prejudice and promoting inclusion:

Mentoring:

Parentai involvement:

Academic support.
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The video and this accompanying material start from the premise that every school's situation is unique, and that

specific methods to raise attainment are best developed by each school in its own way.

As schools work to raise attainment, however, many common trends emerge. The proaramme ana these notes

draw on, ana share, some of that exisung good practice. The list of Questions for Consideration below encourages

you to think about the actions your school has taken already. and provides suggestions for other avenues it might take.

1.1
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High exo-otations

A common factor in each of the three schools featured and indeed in ail successful schools is that they have

high expectations of their students. Such schools treat stuaents of all ethnic backgrounds. and with all kincs of

learning neeas, as potential hign achievers. They communicate their expectations effectively and positively, and

make them explicit to all involved. Likewise. students in sucn schools are positively encouraged to have nigh

expectations of themselves. Adopting such an approacn goes not mean that legitimate educational and social

concerns should be ignored. Rather such concerns snouid be regarded as challenges, or even opportunities,

rather than obstructions. There are many ways to raise expectations and, ultimately, achievement.

Questions for consideration

How do the positive and negative expectations placea on a student influence his or her performance?

2 In what ways can expectations - academic ana penavioural be communicated to students?

3 Could your scnoors expectations of certain stuaents cc raisea?

4 Could your scnool approach challenges (such as stucents who may not be fluent in English) in a aifferent manner?

5 What are the best ways to give students a say in their own learning? (For example. through target-setting or

self-assessment.)

How can a scnool best encourage parental involvement aria support in raising expectations ana attainment?

2. A positive school culture and ettos

Successful schools tend actively to foster a culture of respect !or people as individuals, and as memoers ci

particular communities. It is clear that stuaents from ail aroups benefit when standards of behaviour are hich.

The keyword is respect: between individuals and cultural groups, and also between the school and its stucents.

Because creating a positive school culture requires clarity of vision, effective leadership from the head teacher,

governors and other senior figures is vital. However, everyone concerned - staff, students and parents snould

be involved fuily.
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Questions for consideration:

1 What problems miant be caused by a breakdown of mutual respect in a school?

2 All schools would aaree that they want to insul high standards of behaviour. But how would you define

'higher standards and how snould schools go about instilling them?

3 What role does individual responsibility play, and how is this best fostered?

4 What do you think are tne best ways to agree a united vision for a positive culture and ethos?

5 What role do race ana ethnicity play in the creation of a school ethos?

6 How might a positive culture and ethos best be established?

Tackling prejudice and promoting inclusion

All would agree that preludice is tremendously damaging, especially so in the school environment when it leads to

low expectations. The trouble is, people are often unaware of their own prejudices. Their false assumptions can

even be reinforced, ano !ent credibility. by external sources such as the media. Because of this, both staff and

students should be encouraged to become aware of stereotyping and its damaging effects.

One way to tackle prejudice is to adopt a constant, conscious policy of inclusion. For example. successful schools

tend to ensure that their curriculum adequately reflects all the ethnic groups represented in the school. Many

schools have found it useful to have action plans to tackle prejudice and promote inclusion.

Questions for consideration:

1 In what ways can prejudice aria stereotyping have an impact on students' expectations?

2 Many scnoois create vision statements of their commitment to equal opportunities. What should be the features

of such a statement and what would be its purpose?

3 What are the best ways of putting a school's vision into practice?

4 What kind of staff training is most appropriate to ensure that students' expectations are raised and stereotypical

thinking is reduced?

5 What sorts of unintenuonal stereotypical content might you find in a school's resource material?

6 Does your school inc:ude acuvities that are relevant to students' cultural backgrounds?

7 How might both lessons and assemblies promote social inclusion?

8 In what ways might a scnooi support the aciequate use of a child's first language, both for sewing into tne

cchool. and for long-term learning?

Make lessons more relevant to your students. One English class found links between Macbeth and certain

traditions within Islam.

13
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4. Mentor ng

Many schools have found MentOring programmes particularly helpful in raising the expectations and the attainment

of their minority ethnic students. There are many types of mentors:

Peer mentor: an older student assigned the task of helping a younger student with academic and social concerns.

Teacher mentor: a teacher within the school, who meets regularly with a student to discuss their academic

progress. and to nelp wain acaaemic or social issues that may oe of concern to the student.

External mentor: Also known as Business mentor. An adult from the wider community: local businesses,

universities, and so on. Often from the same cultural and ethnic oackground as me student, but this is not

necessarily the case. Proviaes a positive role model for the student ana serves as a source of encouragement

ana support.

Learning mentor: Employed throuah the Excellence in Cities programme in target authorities to improve

opportunities ior aisadvantaged students, by tackling [he barriers wnich prevent youna people from

learning effectively.

Mentoring programmes provide a powerful way for schools to motivate young people. and develop their confidence

and self-esteem. They ceieorate and encourage academic success, and make the students feel valued.

Many find that mentoring works best when there is a clearly structured contact between tne mentor and the scnool,

The mentor's key function is as a role model, to provide support and encouragement to students. But a mentor

should not be expected, or allowed, to take over the responsibilities of the school.

Questions for consideration:

1 How can posiuve role models heip students?

2 Does your scnool currently run a mentonng programme?

3 Which students does your school mentoring programme reach, and might it benefit other students as well?

A Where else might a school find suitable mentors for its students?

5 What type of people should mentors be?

6 What otner positive roie models, besiaes official mentors, are your stuaents exposed to?

Capitalise on the self-esteem provided by mentors with complimentary actions. If your school has a

system of rewards for academic effort, ask if students could become more involved in it's administration -

for example. by nominating candidates?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Successful schools orten use a wide range of strategies to provide their students with the support

they neec. tailored to meet individual requirements. For example. many students benefit from additional curriculum

support programmes. si,:on as homework clubs whim target individuals who have fallen behind with their homework,

or feel marginalised.

Students can also be encouraged to take responsibility for their own learnino by agreeing objectives

and taroets tor achievement, and assessing tneir own progress. Schools can help by systematically monitoring tne

academic performance or students, and by offering individual support where it is needed. Student assessment

procedures should be detailed. and updated constantly to reflect staff feedback.

Questions for consideration:

1 What additional neecs do the students in your school have? How are these being met ana wnat more can

be done?

2 What cumcuium subsoil programmes are freely available to children who need them in your scnool?

3 What additional curriculum support programmes can you envisage?

4 In some schools. homework clubs are viewed negatively, as a form of punisnment What would you

do to foster a more positive image?

5 Are there formai structures in your school through whicn students can set their own targets ana monitor their

own progress anc if sc. now are they evaluated?

6 What opportunities ex.st for teachers to influence student assessment procedures by providing feedback, anc

how could tnis se mace easier?

When creating support groups such as Homework Clubs, work around students other

extra-curricular commitments, such as Mosque classes.

6. Parental nvolyement

Most scnoois agree :nal zarents snouid be treateo as equal partners in their children's education. and most

parents weicome trie oocortunity to be involved. Successful scnools look for opportunities to snare information

on acnievement and celebrate success.

;t has to se ackricwieobec :nat increasing parental involvement is not aiways easy. Scnools may neea to consicer

imadinative ways of reacr:ro out to their minority ethnic parents. Particularly those wno may not oe fluent in Thaiisn

Parents neea to ce mace to fee welcome. to know that their needs are oeing respondea to. and that the conctraints

that are placed upon trem are respected and understood.
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Questions for consideration:

1 How can strong links with parents heip increase students' attainment?

2 What does your school do now to involve parents in their children's education?

3 How can staff develop close links with particular parents?

4 In what ways could your school respond to parents' needs by providing material in their first

language. ana is it always practical to do so?

5 How might open-door sessions on set days of the week help to involve parents?

6 What factors must a school consider when setting times for parent interviews or other events?

7 Would open-door sessions at particular times of the week be practical?

8 Are there any cnallenges related to parental involvement that teacners should be aware of and prepared for?

Some schools have found it helpful to assign a named member of staff to act as a 'link' to every family.

his can be particularly beneficial where the member of staff concerned is able to speak the family's

first language.

Develop good 'front desk' reception practice, ensuring that someone is available for parents and other

visitors. Include bilingual office staff where appropriate.

I- n
L. LI c mon torial

All scnoois are committed to raising the academic achievement of tneir students. However, studies have snown

that schools that monitor results by ethnicity are best able to see whether all groups are achieving equally.

Statistical analysis needs to be based on accurate and detailed collection and compilation of achievement data by

ethnicity. home language gender and any Other factors which may be relevant at local level. In this way schools can

identify and respond to trends in the performance of different groups.

Questions for consideration:

1 What are the arrangements for monitoring the performance oi minority ethnic students in your school?

2 In what ways might this system be enhanced?

3 How might the informauon obtained from ethnic monitoring best be snared with and used by staff?

4 Can you tnink of specific areas where increased ethnic monitoring mignt clarify certain issues at your scnoci?

5 in what ways might ethnic monitoring help different departments snare knowledge and strategies with eacn otner?

I
Monitoring students' progress can be a good way of countering stereotypes

16
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The Removing Me Barriers video is appropriate for students as well as for teachers. It may prove an interesdng

way to open discussions aoout high expectations, personal responsibility, conflict resolution, and high ambitions.

Clearly, students must be encouraged to engage in discussions sensitively, showina respect for others" points of

view and cultures.

Before viewing the video, we recommend inviting students to talk generally about their expectations, academic goats.

ambitions and career cnoices. After viewing, you may find it helpful to use the Questions below to start a discussion

about the issues raiseo :n the programme.

Please note that some cf the questions are particularly challenging and may not be suitable for all students.

Teachers should use their professional judgment in deciding which ones to use or acapt.

Teachers might also want to consider devising specific tasks to give students. based on the issues discussed.

Questions for students:

1 At the beginning or ire :programme, the children say what careers they plan to pursue What factors do you think

have contnbuted to tneir choices of careers?

2 One child points out :net people have low expectations of them Just because or our background". What can

schools do to help prevent people from having these low expectations?

3 What do you chink are Ire most effective ways for a school to remove barriers to achievement and

raise expectauons?

4 What sort of ethos does a scnool need to implement the ideas you mentioned above and what are the best ways

to insui that ethos in staff. stuoents and parents alike?

5 In what ways can a scrool encourage students' individual aspirations: for example. Chris's desire to be an illustrator

or Jarhan's to be an arcritect?

6 In the oroaramme. Subia talks of her experiences of peer mentorina a year 7 boy, and states: "I felt it was better

coming from me .. :ran a teacner.' For what situations mignt peer mentonng be appropriate. and in what

circumstances do cniiaren need adult mentors? (For example: academic issues: nome life: conflict resolution:

raisina aspirations: cbt..r.terinc stereotypes.)

f,4orly nzve oeen OfZIMI irom DrES's 3arrirs Ra,sIng ,4cht,ivemen;

'-ncri peen re rr cr 2art nf
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The new century brings great challenges to schools in the UK. One of the most important is to raise the attainment

levels cf our minority ethnic pupils and to enable them to play their full part in the society of the future.

'Removing the Barriers brings togetner some key points from research into now such an objective might

be approached. It is based on studies undertaken in schools which have nad success in helping minority ethnic

pupils to fulfil their potential and forms the first part of a series of research summaries. The document will be available

on a newly developed DfES website. Future documents, including Englisn as an additional language/bilingualism.

will also be available on tne new website.

The document covers four specific areas which have been seen as key aspects of raising attainment:

High expectations

Culture arid ethos

Parental involvement

Ethnic monitoring
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Raising expectations caals with the need for

teachers, parents and the pupils themselves to foster a

belief in the pupil's potential and to celebrate success.

In the schools studied, nigh expectations were

supported by:

programmes of mentoring and the introduction

of pupils to potential role models:

structured learning and support programmes,

which includea:

- adaitional curriculum support programmes:

assessment ana target setting:

an inclusive cumcuium which considered and

showea resoec: for the cultural backgrouna of

all pupils.

The culture and ethos of zne school community were

seen to be cruoai in. tne process of raising attainment.

In successful schools:

heads and governors haa established values to

which the whole scnool was committed:

values were effecwely communicated throughout

the school community:

high standaras of behaviour were demanded and

a culture of mutual respect between all groups

was fosterea:

Staff and parents were fully consulted and any

concerns ana misgivinas were acknowledged

and dealt with effectively:

systems of reprimand and reward had to be

recognised as fair oy ail:

conscious efforts were maae to counter the effects

of stereotypha arc oreivaice:

Procedures were estadlishea to deal with race

relations witnin tre sonoci.

Parental involvement was encouraged and facilitated.

Making this effective often required:

the introduction of innovative approaches to ensure

that parents were involved as fully and effectively as

possible, for example the designation of staff

members with a direct telephone link to parents:

the establishment of staff / parent partnerships
whereby accessibility was facilitated by home visits.

'open mar sessions and language assistance.

Ethnic monitoring was a key component in enaoling

schools to keep track of what was happening to :heir

pupils. Schools had introduced:

purpose-developed analytical systems. enacting

pupils academic progress to be carefully monitored

and assessed:

systems to monitor the effects of behaviour

problems, truancy and exclusions.

Some schools will already have introduced many oi

these measures. The intention of this document,

however, is to make the information available so tnat

schoois can learn from one another.
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This is the first of a senes or ouolications that will be refeasea on the Minority Ethnic Pupils website'. We will be

publishing additional documents ifor example. on English as an additional language/bilingualism) to expand this

information in due course. The document consists of four sections covering:

High expectations

Culture and ethos

Parental involvement

Ethnic monitoring

The examples and information presented are taken from approaches illustrated in DIES-commissioned research and

in Ofsted research repons. The research teams visited a wide range of LEAs. The examples given in the document

are taken from a numoer of schools which were judged successful in raising achievement levels among minority

ethnic pupils. Readers say wisn to explore in greater depth the fuller discussion and extended case studies in the

publications referrea to ceiow:

Gillborn, D. ana Gipps. C. ;1996) Recent Research

on the Achievements of Ethnic Minority Pupils,

Ofsted Reviews of Research. London, HMSO:

Blair. M. and Bourne, J . 998) Making the

Difference: Teaching and Learning Strategies in

Successtul Multi-ethnic Schools. DIES Publications:

Ofsted. Raising Me Attainment of Minority Ethnic

Pupils School and LEA Responses, (1999).

r OtPi: II`
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A positive aprproach to expectat ens

* r

To attain a significant improvement in performance it is essential that staff and parents have high expectations of

pupils and communicate them effectively. The schools studied in the research had approached these issues positively

and had demonstrated success in raising standards, All schools were to some extent driven by performance tables.

One advantage of the publication of performance tables had been that schools were constantly refining their systems

- for raising achievement.

A number of schools attribute their success in raising academic achievement to the high expectations of both

teachers and pupils. Pupils of all ethnic backgrounds and with all kinds of learning needs are treated as potential

high achievers. Commonly perceived setbacks such as a poor command of English are regarded as challenges to be

met rather than excuses for underachievement. Schools which had closeiy linked the welfare and academic interests of

the pupils, and which had been sensitive to pupils cultural, religious and linguistic needs had shown the greatest

impact on pupil achievement and motivation.

Teachers had high expectations of all pupils and
this was reflected in their curriculum plans and
teaching styles. To encourage independent work,
pupils received clear instructions and explanations
and were given the opportunity to question before
each activity began. Clear and consistent routines
and ways of behaving in class were constructed and
maintained right across the school on a daily basis.
Primvry Sc'tor.)/
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Schools had succeeded in raising expectations by:

examining school values aria practice ana by having a clear vision and commitment to equal opportunities:

challenging stereotypical views and unfair practices:

setting and maintaining high standards:

creating support structures wnich encouraged teachers to be accountable for pupil results:

closely targeting, tracking and monitoring individual pupils achievement:

benchmarking pupil acnievement against LEA and national data:

networking with other successful scnools:

liaising with parents:

encouraging team working:

involving pupils in tner own learning by target setting and self-assessment.

\

-,
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One of the greatest challenges faced by
the Head and the senior management at a
comprehensive school was to raise teacher
expectations of the students. They gave an
example of the potential of the school, given
dedication, hard work and, most importantly,
a belief in the students.

"When I first came here, our Maths results were
diabolical, we were down to something like 14%
A-Cs. With a proper Action Plan and targets,
the Head of Maths saw the difference for
himself. In the first yeal; the results went up
from 14 to 30% and improvement has been
sustained." The Deputy Head explained: "We
make staff as accountable as possible against
set standards. We feel it is that drive for quality,
and that drive for quality provision. which is the
key to cracking low expectations.
We don't give anybody the choice. If we

can hold everybody accountable, then low
expectations will take care of themselves".



Mentorind and rote made

In the schools stuaied. a cuiture of high expectations was accompanied ty particular strateaies to motivate

individuals or groups oi pupils. Schools and parents had worked togetner to create the right environment

so that all youna people would feel valued and be able to develop confidence and self-esteem.

Through monitoring, the school found that a problem that seemed to apply more to the Black male

students, but was also an issue tor all male students, was the notion that being clever and taking

academic work seriously was not 'cool'. A strategy for dealing with this was to make use of 'cool'

but successful male students as role models for the others.

"One boy, S. was able to be popular, to wotk and still have credibility with the other students. We have

lads like that who don't mind having their work pinned up or who don't mind being highlighted. One of

S's friends came in and asked for extra work at KS3 because he wanted to do as well as S."

comptien:i1vi2 Scnci.)i

A significant number of the schools in the study had developed mentoring programmes. These were most

successful where there was a clearly structured contract between the mentor and the school, which included

continuing professional development for the teachers, and where the scnoo: took primary responsibility for tne pupil's

educauon. It was clearly understood mat the mentor was there to support ana encourage the child and to be a role

model, not to take over the responsibilities of the school.

The mentoring programme in the school was
extended specifically for Black male students in
Years 9 and 10. The mentors were young men in

their early twenties who had achieved, were from
the local community and could relate to the
students and speak to them about school.

The Head explained: "The students are aware
that these young people give of their time
voluntarily and that they would be expected to
perform a similar role for others eventually".

Comoretlene Sd7c1I

In other schools the empnasis was on challenging the

perception of the pupils. their parents and sometimes

their teachers cy ceiepratina success openly.

<
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A teacher overheard one student of Bangladeshi
origin saying: "Welt what Bangladeshi boy has
ever achieved anythina?" The school started to
display photographs in the front entrance of all
those who achieved X-C grade passes. Not only
could students see that they too were capable of
achieving, so could their parents as well as
those teachers who might be inclined to hold
racial assumptions about students' abilities.
C-ompreheri5pie School

The average percentage of Grade A"-Cs in
1995 was 25% (LEA average 27%). The school
decided to examine its practices and put in
place a whole school plan for raising
achievement. These changes led not only to a

better teachina and learning environment for all
students and teachers but to an improving
picture in relation to the performance of the
African-Caribbean male students, the lowest
achieving group. In 1996 the school's average
had risen to 33.1% raising its position from
below to above the middle of the LEA

performance tables. It rose again in 1997

to 36%.

To create the right environment for success,

schools were:

fostering in pupils a belief in themselves, giving

them a sense of responsibility for themselves,

others and their environment:

setting up systems of rewards for academic effort

as weil as good behaviour:

making use of counselling as well as sanctions in

disciplinary procedure:

displaying pupils' work, achievements and/or

grade passes in corridors ana classrooms around

the school:

making use of role moaels in the school;

setting up a mentonng programme.

26



Structured learning and support

The commitment to pupils in ail the schools studied was high, but what made the difference in the most

successful schocis was Me recognition that young people from minority ethnic backgrounds faced a range of

different pressures trot resulted in the need for additional support. To deal with these issues. schools put particular

emphasis on:

additional curriculum support programmes;

individual pupil assessment and target setting;

an ;nclusive curriculum.

'The teachers really push you to do your best, especially Mrs B. She called me to the office the other

day and she says: 'I've seen a spark and I don't want it to die. You've got the ability and you can do it.'

She wants ro monitor everything my attendance, my punctuality, and I will gladly ao along with that

because i know that she is doing it because she really cares."

iZJrtk M3le

Additional curriculum support programmes

In some schools ceacners run homework and revision sessions at luncn times, after school and even in the Easter

holidays. Pupils are taraeted as individuals, particularly those beginnina to fall behina with homework or those who

alreaay feel marginalised. Good schools recognised that some young people and groups face many external

pressures that work aaainst aood school performance'.

A Homework Club has been established as an after-school activity providing an opportunity for pupils to

revise and get advice on their work. It is invaluable for students with little support at home. Efforts are

made to target those least likely to attend from choice. Good science results from Black students in 1997

were directly attributed to these after-school classes.

-Homework clubs are timed to fit with Muslim students' evening classes at the Mosque."

Compreneri:3ive '3cnovi

c.
ri:OpElq 'La SL
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Individual pupil assessment and ..arget sett ng

"As soon as you start looking you have to look deeper. Why is this child sticking at this level?"

Primary

All the schools studied naa effective pupil assessment procedures which were detailed, relevant, dynamic and

constantly updated to reflect staff feedback. Pupils were encouragea to take responsibility for their own learning

by second trier own targets cr acnrevement or assessing their own progress. Schools also monitorea their own

performance against national ana LEA norms.

This school had developed a comprehensive form to chart each individual pupil's progress. which was

passed on to each class teacher. It included records 01 groupings pupils had been placed in from

year to year; any Special Needs or language support; the adults the pupil had worked with: baseline

assessments; National Curriculum Assessment and reading test results. It also had space for more

open-ended comments.

The schools placed great emonasis on individual
monitoring ana tracking ci pupils with inaividual

support available on a number of levels, all carefully

documented. Individuai pupil profiles, !inked to

baseline assessment, were aevelopea throughout the

school. These were particularly important with bilingual

pupils wnere there was a oisof'epancy between

predicted and actual attainment.

In the spring term, staff filled in a pupil record
giving brief comments on progress and any
areas of weakness, and set out a plan for

action. Following this, the Head met with
each teacher to discuss the plans. Parents'
conferences were held in the autumn and

summer terms and each record had comments
added by the pupil, the parent and the Head.
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An inclusive cuff CL

"The school's results have improved steadily

over the past four years. The school has

created an environment where students feel
that their cultural and individual identities are

respected and valued. It has been an ongoing

process linked to the need to change stereotypes

and foster hiah academic expectations."
5t:rior,/

Pupils and parents from minority ethnic backgrounds

somedmes feel the meaia present a negative.

stereotypical image of their culture. Successful
schools are creative in tneir attempts to reverse tnese

perceptions. They are sensitive to the identities of

pupils and make efforts to include in the curriculum

their histories, languages, redaions and cultures.

`,

The English departments at two successful schools had attempted to integrate systematically the

cultures and religions of South Asian students into the mainstream curriculum. Students studied

examples of Black writers writing in English.

English Literature acquired relevance for the students, as students' cultures were drawn in to illustrate

English Literature texts. For example, the Head of English at one school explained that in teaching

'Macbeth'. they had made links with certain traditions in Islam.

Comprer;ernve

African Studies was initially introduced in response to one group, the African-Caribbean male students,

whose behaviour was causing concern. From an optional class, it was extended to regular after-school

sessions, open to all. It was then brought into the school curriculum for all students as a compulsory

six-week element of the Personal and Social Education programme. Irish Studies was also later

introduced. Despite giving time to these extra initiatives, the school had progressively improved

in terms of overall higher grades at GCSE.

CoMprer;en sch,:,2;
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Schools had provided structured learning and support through:

Additional curriculum support programmes

following up pupils who are failing with nomework;

providing extra encouragement for the ieast motivated pupils to atteno support sessions:

. releasing form tutors for one-to-one time with pupils in their tutor group and planning support staff's time to help

pupils with secona language or learning neeas.

Assessment and target setting

establishing systems for targetina and monitoring of individual pupils, newtoung tarciets wan pupils and regularly

reviewing these on a one-to-one oasis. .nvolving parents where appropriate:

using baseline assessments/tests on entry as part of the profile of pupils in oroer to target approohate extra support:

liaising with Minority Ethnic Support teams and language support teachers on assessment and record keeping;

monitoring the schoors performance aaainst national and LEA data.

An inclusive curriculum

encouraging positive enquiry, discussion and debate by giving space on the curriculum for the histories of the

ethnic groups represented in the school:

offering a broad range of modern languages including those spoken in the local community:

encouraging tne use of the first language for 'settling in as weil as for ionger-term learnina:

giving pupils access to a wide ranae of arusuc expenences and the chance to work in and with the wider community;

including activities that are relevant to pupils' cultural backgrounds;

acknowledging the different religious affiliations and celebrating feast days and holidays.

1
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To be effective in addressing the needs of their minority ethnic pupils. scnools nave to ensure that the riont culture

and etnos is createa. This requires vision and leadership by the Head and Governors in establishing values to which

the school is committeo. They also need the support of staff, parents and oupiis in making the vision a reality.

The scnools stuoied set and maintained high standaras of behaviour ana had hiah expectations of their pupils and

staff. They recognised tnat issues of race and ethnicity needed to be properiy acdressed by ail staff and ensured

that good staff selection Procedures were followed, reinforced by the provision of proper support and training. The

primary aim was to create a culture of mutual respect between all ethnic groups. Strong empnasis was placed on

self-discipline aria responsibility, together with clear and consistent procedures for rewards and sanctions.

In any school statfroom tnere will be a range of views on matters of policy and practice but achieving equality

througnouc the school may often require senior management to introduce practices that might not be popular with

everyone. It was tneref ore important that clarity of vision from the Head ana Governors should be communicated to

all. However, success in tnis endeavour was generally demonstrated througn effective consultation, an awareness

of the sensitivities cf teacners and parents. ano the need to cleat tactfully and diplomatically with these issues.

"We sat down as teachers and discussed the whole philosophy and that's very strong. Everyone says that

comes through ail the time from the kids, from the non-teaching staff, the caretakers, everyone is aware

of what that is."

When aadressina :ne issue of race and ethnicity. Heaas acknowiedged that attempting to secure a unitea vison was

a slow process. ano recognised the importance of supporting and enabling staff to make the necessary transition.

Changing the views and attitudes of those members

of statf who were opposed to the particular
approach being taken in relation to Black students

was important. it was necessary to engage with

the scepticism and anxieties of staff. The Head

adopted an open and honest approach where

staff felt able to question decisions and express

0 I

their concerns. in this way, she created an
opportunity to show why her strategy was a good

one. "I've been quite outnght in saying that strategies to

help Black students also raise the achievement of
the White students and of the whole school.'
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Schools recognised the need to:

examine school values as wel as practices, communicating a clear vision and commitment to

equal opportunities:

set and maintain high stanaaras and expectations of staff and pupils:

acknowledge the concerns of staff and aive them opportunities for open discussion and consultation on the

direction the school is takina:

provide good quality in-service training:

ensure that the school's culture is renforced througn the curriculum and assemblies.

A Culture of resoect

"There is a high level of good behaviour..There is an impressive level of racial harmony. There are

excellent relationstrips between students and good relationships between students and staff..There is

a positive ethos...There is constant effort to provide equality of opportunity for all students with a

commitment to high achievement."

7 Of-zteri .Ceport

The schools studied believea ad pupils were entitled to equality of opportunity and examined their practices in

response to their own particular and diverse intake.

1
"The key to good relations in our school is that we take time to listen to thepupils. We give them a fair

I hearing." f:),?pLity hie3d

Within the schools mere was a gee that all pupils were entitled to have their say and to have their concerns

taken seriously. Staff listenea te :he issues raised by the pupils and their parents and took note of how they

perceived the school and their reauonsnip with it, both as individuals ana as members of different cultural groups.

Ms C (the Head) and the staff who supported
her approach. recognised early on that the

school could not move forward unless
something was done to resoive the feeling of
disaffection among the Black students. Ms C
was faced with an obvious difficulty - the Black

students felt aggrieved because of the injustice
that they were experiencino at the hands of

some staff.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

On the other hand, staff thought the Black
students created the problem. Clearly this
required a sensitive and tactful approach.
It was necessary to address the culture of
the school by examining the behaviours and
practices of the whole school community and
not only that of the students.
awnpretue?.::1,:e



In a successful multi-ethnic school:

members of the school community respect each other as individuals and as members of particular

cultural/religious groups:

there are clear boundaries of behaviour and systems of reprimand and reward whicn the pupils recognise as fair:

the effectiveness of the school is evaluated by consultation with pupils and parents and all members of the

school community are involved in its ethos and values:

pupils are taught to take responsibility for themselves and others.

Black students feit assured that the Head was willing to listen to and empathise with their point of view.

More importantly, she was willing to do something about their sense of alienation and rejection. This was

critical to the process of change that was beginning in the school.

Compr ehensive St:hoot

The schools believed all pupils were entitled to strive for academic success and were taking a determined approach

to raising achievement to national standards or above. There were clear lines of accountability for monitoring and

supporting individuals ano groups, together with equally clear systems of management support for staff.

Tackling prejudice and stereotyping

Successful schools had been ac:ive in fostering a culture of respect for people as inaiviauals and as members of

particular communities. Staff ana pupils were encouraged to be aware of stereotyping and its damaging effects

particularly when these ied to false assumptions and low expectations. Teachers and ocner staff can often be

unaware of their own personal prejudices since, as in the community outside tne scnooi. tnese are often based on

stereotypical representations by tne media. Schools had examined their resource material for evidence of

stereotypical content.

"Our main effort in this area has been on providing opporrunities forall pupils to achieve as high61 as passible

and on developing a culture si.tich values everybody"

This school monitors the progress of all pupils carefully - both individually and also by gender and ethnicity.

If the stereotype of Bangladeshis is that they under-achieve, this school has found to the contrary.

Its concern is for ESWI' girls who are under-achieving relative to their attainment at entry. The school

challenges stereotypina with its drive to raise achievement across the board - whilst being aware of any

groups which consistently perform below school averages.

_School w,ith

F.FNI
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Schools had dealt with issues of prejudice and stereotyping by:

raising awareness of all forms of stereotyping among pupils and staff:

recognising the implications on expectations and performance;

adopung a co-ordinated approacn to ensure that individual lessons or assemblies on sucn issues were part of an

overall plan:

provioing appropriate training.

Race relat iS

I "Memories are long and you need to be proactive on ,your toes the whole time.

Gooa race reiations cannot be left to chance: schools wim a coot] record on race relations have fostered positive

links within the school and with the wider community. Joint activities between oifferent groups can usefully be

encouraged through sport, drama and otner role-playing activities. The participation of outside Owes such as

community organisations and the local Race Equality Council can be very beneficial.

The school issued staff with detailed and practical advice on how to handle harassment. It included who

should deal with it (the witness), the need to deal with the matter immediately, how to arrange cover for other

responsibilities and how to proceed. Suggestions for the wording and sentiment to use with both the victirn

and the perpetrator were given. Staff found the guidance invaluable and felt they would have been very

hesitant about tackling such complex issues without it.

inh-ints

Schools had approached the handling of race

relations by:

positive behaviour management policies;

regular and appropriate continuina professional

development;

a good muiti-cuiturai curriculum:

close parental ana community links:

provision of guidance on the handing of incidents:

use of conflict resolution as an acorcach co

aisciplinary issues;

group interaction through drama. working groups

ana discussion.
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"The quality of relationships in the school has
improved, adults listen more to children and

behaviour has improved."
Head
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Schools and parents agree tnat parental involvement in their children's education is essential but do not always

share the same understanding or how this might best be achieved. Successful schools nad ensured that parents

were treated as equal partners in the education of their children. They had tried to find imaginative ways to break

down barriers and make parents welcome, being responsive to parents needs and respectful of the constraints

upon them. Information was snared with parents on achievement and development as well as discipline issues.

The schools recognised the need to be flexible and to make themselves available to parents at times which were

appropriate to them.

"The more the parents felt able to approach the school, the moreconfidence they developed to take part in

other aspects of school life."

Most parents care deeply about their children's education and want to know about their academic progress. the

development oi the curriculum, homework and issues such as setting and banding. In a broader sense. they want

useful information about their children's progress and what they can do to nelp. Many aiso want to know about their

children's behaviour and are concerned about the cultural gap opening up as their children reach adolescence.

They are afraid that their cnildren will siip from their control and become involveo in subcultures, which can be

detrimental to tneir education. They want teachers to share with them their specialised knowledge about young

people in the UK today.

For a vanety of reasons, communication with parents in multi-ethnic schools often requires greater resourcefulness

and a more innovative approach than in other schools. Parents do not always find it easy to contact schools about

their concerns. Non-English speaking parents and Traveller parents can feel intimidated and excluded by schools

whose structures and culture may be aiien to them.

Some schools have addressed the communication issue by formalising the roles of 'link' teachers, bilingual teachers

and home scnool liaison workers and also by providing direct telephone iines to an identified member of the school

staff. It was often found that the personal phone call was the most appreciated and effective method of communication.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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A Parent Interview Project has been running for
many years. Following home visits by the
Home-School Liaison Teacher, the school fixes
appointments for parents and books an
appropriate interpreter for each session. The
pupil joins the meeting for the last five minutes

For effective communication schools had:

made arrangements for home

to discuss the targets that have been set with
the parents and, importantly, to see that the
parents and teachers were in agreement on

these targets.
infants :7.;(ilool

ensurea that every family can access a direct telephone line to a "link" member of staff wnom they know and

trust and who preferaoly speaks their language:

arranged one-to-one consultation witn oarents. either inaividually or at Parents' Evenings ana ensured that

interpreters are always availaole. if reouireo:

been flexible in setting times for parent interviews or other collective events:

held open aoor sessions on set aays or the week:

developed good 'front desk' reception practice. including bilingual office staff where appropriate:

ensured that all material sent to parents newsletters, prospectuses. letters home, is in an appropriate language:

developed inaividual strategies with and for particular families.

"lf l am trt communication with tne parents, die odds are that Mc child will do his or her best. There has got

to be a good triangle of communication between the school, the parents and the students where everyone is

clear about the expectations. You've got to work with the parents on individual strategies for the child."

Deputy HeaC or COMDierlanf.:!Ve

Successful schools have developed partnerships with parents to enable them to become more fully involved in the

curriculum. In some schools this partnership extended to the development of parent and toddler groups, a toy and

video library and the use of the scnooi cremises at weekends for community classes and cultural events.

"They work together as a team and they help the parents as a team. Basically in this school, the students,

the teachers and the parents are one big team."

Slack Parent at Primary cha)i
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At one school in the study a series of bilingual workshops for groups of bilingual mothers of Year 7

students were organised by the Year Head and the bilingual Community Liaison Officer.

The Head Teacher's report to the Governors stated Lhat:

"Group Tutors used their knowledge of the students in their groups to nominate those whose families

might benefit most from the opportunity to participate in this scheme. This provided an opportunity to

meet and discuss with the Head Teacher, Head of Year and Group Tutor, as well as see several

departments at work."

The six workshops included an introductory session, sessions on special needs, on science, modern

languages, a tour of the school, a brief session on the computers and a feedback session.

Head r;i Y$NV 7

Schools also gained valuable sucoort by recognising the sKills and expertise which many [parents had to offer, and

made use of these in the classroom and curriculum wherever possible. Parents were encouraged to participate as

volunteer helpers in tne scnool. as members of the Governing Body, or as active memoers of the school Parent

Teacher Association.

The school introduced a new way of working
with parents through a reading project. Several
parents were paid for half an hour, three to five
mornings a week, and given training to work
with small groups of pupils in Years 1 and 2
who needed extra help.
Apart from the support for the pupils and the
school, parents came to understand better the
school's way of teaching reading. The Head
commented that the project had "massive spin-
off"and was "part of the community, family
feer of the school.
Prima,5,

The schools recognised the importance of holding special cultural events at which the wnole community could

meet together.

The school had an active parents' and community association, mainly involved in fund-raising for the

school but also acting as a pressure group where necessary, for example, campaigning on secondary

transition in the LEA. The school was also producing a booklet, 'Helping Hands for Teachers', tOr

parents who offer support in the classroom. in recent months, efforts to extend committee membership

had begun to pay off with tne election of two African-Caribbean women as co-chair and treasurer.

Pvar?ts Schoc.11

The outcome of these initiatives is a genuine sense of partnersnip cetween scncoi ano carents that ennances the

success of the scnool.
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"I can come in. I don't need to make an appointmentind have a quick citat with my son's teacher at

any time." "If anything happens, they'll phone me up and I'll pop in and check on him to see how he's

getting on. and things like that." "We always get letters home, always, about what they're doing -

newsletters always come home.'
diack Parenrs at primary Sct?ool

Schools had actively involved parents by:

setting up parents groups and associations:

encouraging parents to act as volunteers in the classroom or on projects which benefit the school:

encouraging parents to join the board of governors:

running family events and assemblies to encourage parents to stay on after bringing their children to school:

holding classes for parents:

providing comprehensive information on curriculum issues and homework. including running curriculum evenings:

actively involving parents in target setting:

giving particular attention to such issues as extended leave to visit relatives overseas, sex education and

dietary needs.
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Academic achevement

Many schools found systematic and detailed ethnic monitoring an effective method for raising achievement levels.

Ethnic monitoring was not viewed negatively as a way to stereotype children but as a means to identify learning

problems and shortcomings in provision to make target setting more responsive.

"Each year when GCSE results come out. Heads of Department have to prepare a verydetailed response

including their conclusions of race and gender monitoring. We also use the monitoring to target

indMdual students."
Ot?puty Heal. Cornprefter:Sive SCh00;

Through ethnic monitoring, it is possible for a school to observe the performance of different groups and to consider

possible explanations and strategies for action. This makes it possible for a school to question why some groups

achieve well in some suojects. It can also lead to departments questioning whether the syllabus or scheme of work

is appropriate for that particular group. It might highlight the need for staff from different departments to share

information about, for example, particular strategies used for pupils acquiring English as an additional language.

All the schools studied were committed to raising the academic achievements of their pupils. However, only those

schools that monitored results by ethnicity were able to see whether all groups were achieving equally. The results

of ethnic monitoring helped to dispel unwarranted assumpuons and raised challenging questions about practices.

A 'colour blind' approach can mean that factors important to the education of minority group pupils are overlooked.

One frequent outcome of monitoring is that it encourages schools to examine the results in terms of shortcomings

in provision rather than as problems with the pupils.

Detailed LEA monitoring of progress had shown
that bilingual pupils were doing better on
spelling than on reading comprehension. The
opposite was true for monolingual pupils. This
had implications for classroom practice and the
start were discussing how to deal with this.

Without detailed monitoring, this might not have
been picked up because pupils' strengths and
weaknesses within a subject area were often
rolled up into the same overall result.
Primary Si:Mooi
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In order to be useful, statistical analysis needs to be based on accurate and detailed collection and compilation

of data. It is important for schools to find out 'where they are', to get a sense of comparison, both locally and

nationally to enable them to keep standaros nign and raise aspirations still higher. Some schools had developed

sophisticated analytical systems, which could compare a number of variables and give focus to the monitoring.

Many also obtained information from other schools for comparison and used data from their LEA. All LEAs now

monitor achievement as a requirement of the Ethnic Minonty and Traveller Achievement Grant.

The school kept careful records. Using a spreadsheet, it was possible to look at attainment at KS1 and KS2

by any combination of ethnic origin, gender, eligibility for free school meals (an indicator of socio-economic

disadvantage), EAL stage, SEN stage, years in the school, whether a pupil had attended a nursery class,

summer birthdays and which teachers classes had been attended. At the time of the study. performance

seemed associated with socio-economic rather than cultural factors, certainly as far as African-Caribbean

students were concerned.

Primary S.21-1col

"A few years ago, we looked at how many African-Caribbean students we had in the top group in Years 9, 10

and 11. What we noticed was that they were often there in Year 9, sometimes in Year 10 but had gone by Year

11. So as reacheis, we targeted African-Caribbean students in Year 9, picking up on them, concentrating on

particular difficulties they were having and trying to re-motivate them."

Head f't Matherrathrs
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This school had a largely 'monocultural'
(Muslim) profile but senior management was
not complacent about the possibility of different
groups having different experiences. 'Gender
and ethnic monitoring of results was routine.
It was discovered that not only did female
students perform better than male students on
nearly all counts but that Pakistani students
generally did not perform as well as
Bangladeshi students. In particular, some
Year 8 male students were causing concern.
They had little confidence that they could
achieve anything and they felt they were 'going

nowhere'. They were targeted for special
encouragement and support and there was
regular communication with their parents.

Comorelierisiv:?.
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Behaviour, liruancy levels and exclusions

Where there is a significant level of exclusion, schools wiil want to discover whether any patterns exist in the type of

behaviour leading to exclusion. Ethnic monitoring can be used to detect whether any one group is at higher risk of

exclusion and thereby assist the school to develop preventive strategies.

Benefits from ethnic monitoring are not confined to minority group students. At this school, the Head of

Ethnic Minority Achievement talked about the concern for the underachievement of white working class

students. Ethnic monitoring of attendance and absence had revealed that most of the truants were white

and the school was looking at ways to deal with this. Through predicted grades and exam analysis, the

school was able to refine its monitoring systems to help both individual students and Groups.

Nonhern CorriprE4;&nsive Sctio;)1

Points to consider in the use of ethnic monitoring:

monitor by ethnicity to highlight facts about

pupil attainment;

be prepared to question why some groups achieve

well in some subjects and not in others:

look at the results in terms of shortcomings in

provision rather than as problems with the

pupils themselves;

monitor by levels of English as an additional

language:

"I think we've moved on. We don't talk so much
about faults lying with the child. We are looking
much more closely at our teaching."
1.ieao rI Pcimarv Schc;oi
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try to detect patterns of behaviour leading to
exclusion and whether tnis sanction is applied

disproportionately to any particular ethnic group;

scrutinise the school's own systems and processes

to determine whether tney might be contributing to

or compounding low attainment:

monitor performance against national and Local

Authority norms:

develop school baseline assessment.
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